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Pathogenic mutations in � and � spectrin
result in a variety of syndromes, includ-
ing hereditary elliptocytosis (HE), heredi-
tary pyropoikilocytosis (HPP), and heredi-
tary spherocytosis (HS). Although some
mutations clearly lie at sites of interac-
tion, such as the sites of spectrin �-�tet-
ramer formation, a surprising number of
HE-causing mutations have been identi-
fied within linker regions between distal
spectrin repeats. Here we apply solution

structural and single molecule methods
to the folding and stability of recombinant
proteins consisting of the first 5 spectrin
repeats of �-spectrin, comparing normal
spectrin with a pathogenic linker muta-
tion, Q471P, between repeats R4 and R5.
Results show that the linker mutation
destabilizes a significant fraction of the
5-repeat construct at 37°C, whereas the
WT remains fully folded well above body
temperature. In WT protein, helical linkers

propagate stability from one repeat to the
next, but the mutation disrupts the stabi-
lizing influence of adjacent repeats. The
results suggest a molecular mechanism
for the high frequency of disease caused
by proline mutations in spectrin linkers.
(Blood. 2007;109:3538-3543)
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Introduction

Spectrin superfamily proteins have tandem arrays of 3-helix bundle
spectrin repeats and are generally found in regions of cells that are
exposed to mechanical stress.1 Within erythrocytes, spectrin crosslinks
F-actin into a resilient membrane network that normally allows these
cells to distort reversibly for months under the high fluid shears of blood
circulation.2 Spectrin crosslinks consist of antiparallel heterotetramers of
�-spectrin and �-spectrin that form staggered head-to-tail interactions
between pairs of lateral �-� heterodimers (Figure 1A, inset). Crystal
structures that have emerged in the past decade for a half-dozen tandem
arrays of erythroid3-6 and nonerythroid spectrin7 repeats have been
surprising and consistent in showing that linkers between spectrin
repeats are continuous helices. Although such structures are
obtained from static and dense-packed crystals that favor
ordered states, solution studies8 and single-molecule measure-
ments of forced extension9 also suggest cooperative coupling
between erythroid spectrin repeats.

A wide range of mutations within erythrocyte spectrin perturbs
cell structure and compromises the ability of the red blood cell to
withstand mechanical forces, resulting in hereditary spherocytosis
(HS), hereditary elliptocytosis (HE), or hereditary pyropoikilocyto-
sis (HPP).10,11 Many of these mutations are in the N-terminal
tetramerization site of the �-subunit or the � spectrin–ankyrin
interaction. However, more than a dozen mutations distal to these
sites have been linked to HE/HPP, and, of these, 7 mutations have
been mapped to the linkers between repeats of �-spectrin. Five of
these known mutations are prolines.11 Given that it has recently
become clear from studies of individual recombinant spectrin
repeats that the melting temperatures of almost one third of the

repeats are at or below 37°C,12 we hypothesized that proline-
induced interruption of a helical linker would result in local
nonhelicity within the linker,13 decoupling and destabilizing some
spectrin repeats even at physiological temperatures and, thus,
contributing to disease. Therefore, the continuity of helical linkers
between tandem repeats may be critical to the overall mechanical
properties of the erythrocyte membrane.

Here, the first 5 repeats of �-spectrin (aa 1-584) were expressed with
either the wild-type (WT) sequence or the pathologic proline mutation
Q471P. Although previous reports emphasize a disruption in RBC
spectrin tetramers, we show that the mutant has equal affinity to WT in
stable head-to-tail interactions with monomeric �-spectrin. However,
thermal unfolding measured by several methods, including single-
molecule forced extension and a cysteine-labeling technique, indicate a
loss in structural stability of the Q471Pmutant, even at 37°C. This is also
predicted by temperature-dependent molecular dynamic simulations.
The results thus demonstrate that erythroid spectrin with proline
mutations in linkers between repeats can destabilize adjacent helical
repeats and contribute directly to disease.

Materials and methods

Analysis of spectrin oligomers

Spectrin extracts were prepared at 4°C, as described,14 then concentrated to
12 to 14 mg/mL by vacuum dialysis against 10 mM Tris, 20 mM NaC1, 130
mM KC1, 1 mM EDTA, and 0.1 mM NaN3, pH 7.4. Serial dilutions of
spectrin in the same buffer were incubated for 3 hours at 30°C before
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electrophoresis. Spectrin oligomer formation was studied by electrophore-
sis of extracted spectrin on 2% to 4% gradient nondenaturing polyacryl-
amide slab gels at 4°C. Gels were electrophoresed at 50 V for 48 hours in
buffer containing 40 mM Tris, 20 mM Na acetate, and 2 mM EDTA, pH 7.4.
Quantitation of spectrin oligomers and peptides from Coomassie
blue–stained acrylamide gels was performed by elution of excised gel
slices with 1.0 mL of 25% pyridine for 3 to 4 days until the gel slice was
colorless. Optical density of the eluted material at 700 nm was measured
in a spectrophotometer.

Protein expression and purification of recombinant
spectrin proteins

Residues 1-584 of �I spectrin and 1902-2084 of �I spectrin (repeats 16-17)
were amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) from erythrocyte
spectrin cDNA clones.15,16 Site-directed mutagenesis was used to introduce
Q471P in the 5-repeat �-spectrin construct (�1-5). All constructs were
expressed as glutathione S-transferase (GST) fusions using a pGEX-2T
vector and DH5� Escherichia coli. GST moiety was cleaved and purified
from the supernatant by affinity chromatography, as described previ-
ously.17-19 The protein was concentrated using Centriprep concentrators
(Millipore, Billerica, MA) and was further purified on G3000SW and
G2000SW columns connected in series (60 � 2.5 cm; Tosohaus, Montgom-
eryville, AL) equilibrated with PBS plus 1 mM �-ME, 1 mM EDTA, and
0.15 mM PMSF, pH 7.4. Protein concentrations were determined by
measuring OD280 with �280 calculated using the GPMAW program.

Isothermal titration calorimetry

A VP-ITC isothermal titration calorimeter (MicroCal, Northampton, MA)
was used for thermodynamic analysis of the binding between the �1-5 WT
and mutant and �16-17 (residues 1902-2084). Samples were dialyzed in 2
steps (3 hours and overnight) against PBS. All samples and buffer were
degassed under vacuum for 5 minutes before loading in the instrument. The
reference cell was filled with the dialysate buffer, and the sample cell was
filled with the dialysate for the control or with �16-17 recombinant spectrin,
used as titrated protein, at a concentration of 20 �M; �1-5 constructs were
used as titrants in the syringe for control and sample experiments. Titration
experiments were performed with stirring at 300 rpm and 25 to 29 injections
of 10 �L protein over 40 to 50 minutes. The area under each spike,
representing the � heat for each injection, was integrated, and the control
was subtracted from experimental data to correct for the dilution heat of the
titrant protein into buffer. Integrated injections were then fit to a simple
binding model with the use of nonlinear least square regression analysis.
Measurements reported are for 25°C; measurements at 37°C gave weaker
associations, as expected from past work, but mutant and normal controls
were statistically the same.

Circular dichroism

Circular dichroism spectra were measured with the use of a spectropho-
tometer (J715; Jasco, Sydney, Australia) and a 1-mm path-length cell in
PBS buffer (pH 7.5). The instrument was calibrated before sample
measurement with d-10-camphorsulfonic acid. Three consecutive mea-
surements at each temperature were made after allowing for thermoequi-
librium and were averaged.

Differential scanning calorimetry

An MCS differential scanning calorimeter (DSC; MicroCal) was used to
perform thermal denaturation studies on the �1-5 and Q471P mutant. All
samples and buffer were degassed for 5 minutes before they were loaded
into the calorimeter. The dialysate buffer was used to fill the reference cell
in buffer control and denaturation experiments, and the sample cell was
filled with the dialysate buffer in control or protein sample at 0.5 to 1.0
mg/mL (6.5-13 �M). All scans were taken from 20° to 90°C at a scanning
rate of 90°C/h. Data analysis was performed using software provided with
the instrument by subtracting the buffer control, subtracting the baseline
fitted to the ends of the transitions, normalizing for the protein concentra-
tion, and curve-fitting using nonlinear least square regression analysis.

Molecular dynamics simulations

Atomistic-level molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed for
the WT and the Q471P mutations using the 3D model of repeats 4-5,
obtained from the Robetta website.20-27 The sequence for the spectrin
repeats was obtained from the UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot Protein Knowledge-
base, accession number P02549. Constructs were equilibrated in a box of
explicit water for 10 nanoseconds at temperatures of 17°C, 27°C, or 37°C
using the package NAMD28 with the CHARMM27 force field.29 Measure-
ments of the root-mean-square-deviation (rmsd) of the positions of the
backbone atoms show that after 5 nanoseconds, the protein structure
reached equilibrium for all temperatures sampled; therefore, data were
collected for the last 3 nanoseconds of simulation. Average helical content
of the residues was calculated using the Lifson-Roig model,30 by which a
residue, i, was marked helical if, and only if, its backbone dihedral angle
pair (�i, �i) and its adjacent residue angle pairs (�i-1, �i-1 and �i	1, �i	1) lay
in the helical region � 
 �65(� 35)° and � 
 � 37(� 30)°. The average
solvent-exposed area of the cysteine was calculated using the software
MSMS31 for integration of molecular surfaces using a probe radius of 1.4 Å,
a value typically used for water.

Cysteine labeling

Labeling of accessible cysteines was achieved by adding 13 �L of 6 mM
IAEDANS to a solution consisting of 0.5 mM TCEP and 200 �L of 1
mg/mL protein in PBS, pH 7.5. Samples were allowed to react at 23°C,

Figure 1. Spectrin structures and interactions and the anemia-causing linker
mutant. (A) Antiparallel heterodimers of �I-spectrin (light) and �-spectrin (dark)
associate head to tail to form a tetramer that crosslinks F-actin at the red blood cell
membrane. Linkers between repeats were originally thought to be random coils, but
recent evidence suggests many are helical. Normal and mutant constructs of the
�I-spectrin N-terminus allow study of the effects of the pathogenic mutation Q471P,
which is located in the linker between repeats �4 and 5. The table lists the melting
temperature of the individually expressed repeats2 and the number of cysteines
within each repeat. (B) Dimer-tetramer ratio for spectrin purified from control and
patient blood, with model fits that yield a weaker dissociation constant Kd-tetramer for
the Q471P mutant (data not shown). (inset) A 2% to 4% gradient nondenaturing
polyacrylamide gel of spectrin from control and patient erythrocytes. Lanes 1 to 5
contain WT sample spectrin concentrations of 11, 6, 3, 1, and 0.5 mg/dL. Lanes 6 to
11 contain hereditary elliptocytosis patient spectrin concentrations of 15, 11, 6, 3, 1,
and 0.5 mg/dL.
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30°C, 37°C, 45°C, 60°C, and 75°C for 45 minutes, after which the reaction
was quenched by the addition of 10 �L of 282 mM �-mercaptoethanol.
After IAEDANS labeling, protein samples were run on a 12% Bis-Tris SDS
gel, and the fluorescence intensity of the protein bands was imaged with a
UV transilluminator. To account for disparities in sample loading, the
gel was stained using Simply Blue colloidal stain and was digitally
scanned. Fluorescence and blue stain intensities of each protein band
were quantitated using Scion Image for Windows (http://www.scioncorp.
com), and the fluorescence intensities were normalized by the blue stain intensity
(sample loaded).

Atomic force microscopy measurements

Collection and analysis of single molecule unfolding measurements
were carried out as described.9 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was
carried out on a Nanoscope IIIa Multimode (Digital Instruments, Santa
Barbara, CA) equipped with a liquid cell and heater for temperature
control. Protein density was adjusted so that less than 10% of
tip-to-surface contact resulted in a protein unfolding event, and 5000
surface-to-tip measurements were made for each sample to ensure good
statistics. Analysis of the force curves was conducted using a semiauto-
mated visual analysis program written in C		.

Results

�-� Spectrin head-to-tail heterodimer interaction
is unaffected by mutation

Effects of the Q471P mutation on head-to-tail interactions
between the N-terminal �1-5 construct (Figure 1A) and a
C-terminal �-spectrin construct were first examined with the use
of isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). ITC measures protein
binding through measurement of the heat given off during
protein interaction at constant temperature. From the measured
addition of heat as protein was added, the equilibrium dissocia-
tion constant, Kd, was determined, together with the heat or
enthalpy of binding �H from a nonlinear curve fit. For the WT
�1-5 construct, Kd 
 0.44 �M (Figure S2, available on the
Blood website; see the Supplemental Figures link at the top of
the online article), and �H 
 �30 kcal/mol. Additionally, from
the relationship RTln Kd 
 �G 
 �H � T�S, the interaction
entropy �S 
 �73 cal/mol K was calculated and indicated a
significant and understandable increase in system order (water,
protein, salt) upon association. These thermodynamic measures
of interaction are close to those reported or estimated for
full-length spectrin.32 The Q471P mutant also gave Kd 
 0.44
�M, with similar �H and �S values (�35 kcal/mol and �87
cal/mol K). No significant difference in binding was thus
detected between normal and mutant monomer.

Heterodimer association into full-length spectrin tetramers has
been studied for decades, with one of the earliest studies by
equilibrium ultracentrifugation indicating Kd-tetramer 
 0.5 �M.32

This is similar to the dissociation constant for monomeric proteins,
at least within the usual 10% to 15% error for protein concentra-
tion. Early work on the association of spectrin dimer extracted from
human erythrocytes with the Q471P mutation suggested a weaker
interaction of mutant full-length heterodimers, but no quantitative
analysis was attempted.33 Nondenaturing PAGE study of associa-
tion was, therefore, repeated for normal and mutant spectrin from
mutant and WT red cells, showing a 2-fold weaker association of
mutant heterodimers into tetramers (Figure 1B). The control
Kd-tetramer 
 0.62 �M was remarkably close to results cited, whereas
the mutant gave Kd-tetramer* 
 1.1 �M. Because the defect was not in
the monomeric association sites, we hypothesized that conforma-

tional perturbation within the mutant heterodimers might be the
basis for weaker tetramer association.

Thermal denaturation in solution shows the mutant
is less folded at 37°C

To examine the structural properties of the WT and mutant �1-5
proteins, circular dichroism, tryptophan fluorescence, and calo-
rimetric studies were conducted. CD spectra of the secondary
structure for both constructs showed approximately 68% helical
content at 19°C, which was consistent with past measurements
on a range of spectrin constructs.12 For the WT protein, this
helicity increased slightly with temperature to more than 70%,
up to 40°C. The Q471P mutant showed the opposite behavior:
helicity decreased to approximately 55% at 37°C. The clear
difference provided the first definitive evidence of destabiliza-
tion resulting from a pathogenic linker mutation.

For both constructs, helicity decreased for temperatures higher
than 40°C, with multistate unfolding. For the WT, a minor
transition was seen first at TmI  48°C, followed by the major
transition at TmII  59°C. Helicity loss, �, in each transition
occurred in the ratio of �I:�II 
 13%:34%  0.3:0.7. This ratio
suggested unfolding of one or 2 of the 5 WT repeats in the first
transition. Two distinct melting temperatures might have been
anticipated from past results34 for the relevant tandem repeat
constructs: �4-5 had a Tm 
 41°C, whereas �1-2 and �2-3 had
similar Tm 
 53°C or 57°C. Figure 1 also tabulates Tm values that
were measured recently14 for individual repeats, and again these
were low for R4 and R5 (29°C and 46°C, respectively) and high for
R1, R2, and R3 (53°C, 55°C, and 60°C, respectively). The
comparisons clearly showed that placing repeats in tandem in-
creased the stability above the simple average (eg, 1⁄2
[TmR4 	 TmR5) � Tm,�4-5]), which was consistent with cooperative
stabilization by the linking helix.9,34 A tentative mechanism of
unfolding the WT construct is, therefore, (I) for initial unfolding of
the C-terminal �4-5 repeats followed at higher temperature by (II)
for cooperative unfolding of the N-terminal �1-3 repeats. Destabi-
lizing the linking helix between R4 and R5 with Q471P should
primarily, as shown, have decreased and broadened transition-I for
the mutant.

To assess the energetics of these transitions, differential scan-
ning calorimetry (DSC) studies were also conducted on both
constructs (Figure 2B). DSC on the WT recombinant protein
showed 2 peaks in the heat capacity at similar transition tempera-
tures (48°C and 60°C). By fitting a 2-state model to each peak,
transition enthalpies of �HI 
 123 kcal/mol and �HII 
 215
kcal/mol were determined and appeared in the approximate propor-
tion �HI:�HII  0.4:0.6. This ratio provided perhaps the best

Figure 2. Thermal denaturation studies of the WT and Q471P mutant. WT and
Q471P recombinant spectrin fraction folded as a function of temperature based on
(A) circular dichroism and (B) DSC measurements all show a significant thermal
destabilization of the Q471P mutant relative to the WT construct at or below 37°C.
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evidence that the WT protein denatured first (I) through unfolding
of the smaller �4-5 domain followed by (II) unfolding of the larger
�1-3. For Q471P, the first transition appeared lost in a broad first
peak. For the second transition with the mutant, however, estimates
of TmII and �HII were only slightly lower than those of WT (59°C
and 188 kcal/mol, respectively), suggesting that the �1-3 in the
mutant was relatively well folded. Solution structural studies were
thus collectively clear in identifying a folding defect that arose with
the pathogenic mutation Q471P.

Molecular dynamics demonstrates thermal unfolding
of the mutant linker

Based on the structural evidence for coupling within �4-5, the
linker between repeats R4 and R5 was likely to be helical. For a
better picture of this and the expected proline-induced effects in
the putative helical linker, molecular dynamics simulations were
performed on homology models of �4-5 WT and the Q471P
mutant. The linker for WT was indeed a stable helix after
8-nanosecond equilibration. For the mutant, in contrast, the
helix was locally disordered immediately near the proline
substitution. Shown in opaque yellow and in space-filling
representation was the thiol in Cys475, which was approximately
one helical turn away from the site of mutation and was more
clearly exposed in the mutant.

At temperatures of 17°C, 27°C, and 37°C, helicity of the linker
and solvent exposure of the thiol were quantified (Figure 3B). The
relevant part of the linker on which to focus was identified based on
the perturbation to helicity at 37°C in Q471P (Figure 3B, inset; blue
residues in Figure 3A). Pro471 was at the center of the perturba-
tion, as expected, and the loss in helical content extended several
residues either side of it. At the low temperatures in simulation,
the perturbation was minimal, consistent with solution studies
(Figure 2). As with helicity at 37°C, however, Cys475 was less
buried in the mutant. This increased solvent accessibility was

directly assessed with the novel use of small thiol-reactive
reagents to probe thermal unfolding.

Cysteine labeling increases with thermal unfolding and more
so for the mutant

Cysteines are relatively hydrophobic amino acids, and at least
some of the 4 Cys residues of the �1-5 construct were evidently
buried. Unfolding is expected to increase cysteine exposure and,
thus, to increase reactivity to thiol-reactive compounds, such as
the fluorescent dye IAEDANS. Because the reaction exhibited
only weak temperature dependence in denaturing solutions such
as urea, changes in fluorescence labeling of the constructs with
temperature (Figure 4A-B) largely reflected changes in the
Cys-buried fraction. However, the first-order kinetics of label-
ing (Figure 4C) means that reaction rate differences resulting in
differences in buried Cys generally decreased with time as label
accumulated. Labeling of either construct was relatively low—up
to 30°C (for 60 minutes)—but for temperatures of 37°C and
higher, Cys was increasingly exposed and labeled, with greater
labeling of Q471P than of WT up to full labeling of Cys at
approximately 75°C (Figure 4B). Fits of labeling kinetics also
revealed a 1.9-fold increased rate of labeling for the Q471P
mutant (0.052 min�1) relative to WT (0.099 min�1), which was
again indicative of increased Cys accessibility (Figure 4C).
Because the only difference between the 2 recombinant con-
structs was the proline mutation localized near Cys, we hypoth-
esized that the mutation locally disrupted linker helicity and
exposed the nearby Cys. Mass spectrometry on 30-minute
samples indeed detected considerable IAEDANS labeling of
Cys475 in the Q471P mutant, but comparatively little labeling of
WT was detected.

Just as Cys exposure increased with temperature, so did Trp
hydration. Moreover, the mutant showed lower Tm than the WT
(Figure S1A), yielding a picture similar to that of Cys labeling, but
the latter appeared more definitive.

Single-molecule forced unfolding shows the mutant
has fewer stable domains

Given that spectrin is a mechanically important protein to the
red blood cell and that linker mutants, such as Q471P, lead to
less stable membranes, we also sought to assess the mechanical
effects of the Q471P linker mutation. Forced extension of single
molecules by AFM was performed on both constructs. The
characteristic sawtooth patterns of forced unfolding for the WT
and the Q471P mutants at 23°C showed a maximum of 7 peaks
(Npk 
 1-7), and this maximum was equivalent to the number of
mechanically resilient spectrin domains plus initial and final
desorption events (Figure 5A). The first and last peaks are not
caused by protein unfolding.9 Therefore, we determined the
number of unfoldable domains (Npk � 2). The sawtooth thus
implied up to 5 unfoldable domains for the WT and the Q471P
mutants at 23°C, but the mutant showed 80% less such 5-domain
events, and the mutant showed no such events at 30°C. Trends
for 4-domain events, 3-domain events, and so on were similar.
This simple, first analysis of forced extension thus implies that
the proline linker mutant has fewer resilient domains under
mechanical stress. Results are collectively consistent with the
proline mutation destabilizing spectrin repeats.

Figure 3. Molecular dynamics simulations show �4-5 linker destabilization. (A)
Snapshots of the �4-5 linker (blue) for WT and mutant at 37°C. The mutated site and
Cys475 are represented in green and yellow, respectively. Ribbon representations
show a disruption of the helix in the linker of the mutant, whereas the molecular
surface representation shows an increase in solvent-exposed area of the Cys. (B)
Quantitation of Cys475 exposure (Œ) and linker helical content (f) from molecular
dynamics simulation. (inset) Normalized fraction of helical content along the back-
bones at 37°C. Note that compared with WT (blue line), the Q471P mutant (red line)
shows considerable loss in helicity (approximately 40%) in the linker region. Arrows
denote area of helix altered by proline mutation.
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Discussion

Thermal denaturation studies here suggest that the WT �1-5
construct unfolds in a partially cooperative 3-state manner. Cooper-
ativity between other spectrin repeats is increasingly clear in
solution studies and single-molecule force measurements of multire-
peat stability.9,12 The single aa mutation at Q471P uncoupled
repeats (Figures 1A, 3), limiting the cooperativity between repeats
and leading to a divergence in unfolding pathways (Figure 6A). By
plotting helicity versus Cys labeling for both constructs and using
temperature to create parameters for the pathways, the WT
construct showed no significant perturbation of structure up to
approximately 37°C, after which Cys exposure increased (above
the diagonal) before significant loss of helical secondary structure
occurred greater than approximately 42°C. The Q471P showed
clearly opposite behavior (below the diagonal) to approximately
37°C. Although the helicity measurements were equilibrium mea-
surements and the temperature-dependent Cys exposure results
(Figure 4B) were kinetic snapshots (Figure 4C), the clear differ-
ences in initial unfolding suggest independent and distinct multi-
state unfolding pathways. Additional analyses of fractional helicity
compared with Trp exposure showed a similar divergence (Figure
S1B) and highlighted an initial loss in helicity for the mutant that
preceded other changes.

Based on the localized thermal instability seen in molecular
dynamics simulations and the weaker mechanical stability detected
in force measurements, the proline mutation lowered the thermal
stability of the �4-5 linker, resulting in a loss of structure at
physiological temperature (Figure 3). This loss in linker helicity
limited the stabilizing effects of R5 on R4 and led to independent
unfolding of R4 (Tm 
 29°C11). Linker coupling generally appears

to be sequence specific rather than based on helical content alone,35

and steered molecular dynamics studies on related repeats have
found this coupling to be largely based on the sequestration of
linker residues from water.36 Exposure of the hydrophobic residue
side-chains within this region lead to a loss in the tertiary structure
of the linker and the repeats.

Human erythrocytes with the Q471P mutation show a shift in
the tetramer–dimer equilibrium toward heterodimers, with almost a
2-fold weaker Kd-tetramer for the mutant. However, our ITC experi-
ments on dimers demonstrated no effect on head-to-tail dimeriza-
tion of monomeric �1-5 and �16-17 recombinant peptides. We
propose that unfolding of repeats affects association into tetramer
because of the staggered nature of dimerization (Figure 1A, inset).

Figure 4. Cysteine labeling compared with temperature for mutant and WT. (A)
SDS-PAGE followed by fluorescence imaging of IAEDANS-labeled proteins illus-
trates an increase in Cys labeling at lower temperatures for the mutant. (B) Unlabeled
Cys compared with temperature after 60-minute reaction. Splayed curves resemble
the unfolding curves of Figure 2, with significant differences in labeling at tempera-
tures higher than 30°C. (C) IAEDANS reaction kinetics of WT and Q471P with
associated fits. First-order reaction rate fits to the data demonstrate a 1.9-fold faster
rate of reaction for Q471P than for WT.

Figure 5. Domain numbers under mechanical stress. (A) Schematic diagram of
AFM-forced unfolding with a single repeat shown unfolded. Such unfolding yields
a single peak (arrows) in the sawtooth-shaped force-extension plot; the first and
last peaks (circles) correspond to desorption of the protein from either the surface
or the AFM tip. (B) Frequency of occurrence for unfolding spectrin domains
(Npk-2). The mutant shows fewer high Npk sawtooth patterns, indicating a relative
loss of domain structure.

Figure 6. Proline mutation alters folding state. (A) Plot of helicity compared with
fraction unlabeled cysteine at temperatures ranging from 20°C to 60°C reveals
divergent unfolding pathways on mutation (B) The reduced structural stability of the
mutant is speculated to add flexibility and to increase entropy in destabilizing the
��association in the tetramer.
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In the tetramer, �4-5 repeats are proximal to the dimerization site in
the adjacent spectrin chain so that unfolded, flexible chains could
enhance the configuration space of the dissociated state or could
sterically inhibit association, just as sterics limits thiol reactivity
(Figure 4). The flexibility would shift the tetramer–dimer distribu-
tion toward dissociation by decreasing the on-rate (Figure 6B).
With this in mind, it becomes clear why a single amino acid
mutation in a normally ordered linker can result in the shape
changes and reduced erythrocyte membrane integrity associated
with hemolytic elliptocytosis.
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